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DRAGON GL3 Approach Path Indicators
Technical & Service Guide

SECTION 1   INTRODUCTION

1 INTRODUCTION TO APPROACH PATH INDICATORS

Every major civil or military airfield is equipped with precision light projection guidance systems, which direct landing 
aircraft onto an exact landing profile. The landing aircraft receives clear indications (in the form of sequences of colours 
and/or pulses of light) as to whether it is High. Low, or on the correct landing approach path. These systems are an essential 
safety asset, but are generally only available as large fixed or bulky portable installations.

2 GL3 SPECIFIC FEATURES

The DRAGON GL3 & 4 approach path indicators are hand portable units that offers airport standard night range and 
accuracy, but in a single battery powered unit. This compact, relatively inexpensive system enhances safety cover and is 
available to all aircraft movements at dusk or night. The system is specifically intended for environments not covered by 
fixed systems and uses a signalling system combining pulses  using 2 colours. to produce a minimum of 3 clear indications. 

A pilot flying at night or dusk can visually acquire the indicator at a maximum of 15km range and follow a landing 
approach profile that is accurate to 0.1 degree. This profile is adjustable and can direct an aircraft with extreme precision, 
allowing it to steer clear of obstacles such as wires or avoid collision with terrain.  For a helicopter, the GL3 may be the only 
visual point of reference and landing guidance aid required.

Deployed in 3 minutes onto any site, it is suited to both helicopter and fixed wing operations.

SECTION2   CONSTRUCTION & LAYOUT

2.1 INTERNAL LAYOUT
. 
The unit is divided into major modules for ease of assembly and servicing, but it is expected the majority should not require 
replacement for the life of the unit. 

The projector block is mounted onto a chassis and is pivoted via stub axles which allow it to elevate and depress. 

 after damage or failure and has rapid release electrical connectors.
A gearbox is driven by an electric motor and drives a jackscrew which controls the angle of the projector block, 

realtive to the chassis. Springs maintain contact of the block to the jack and remove any slack in the system. The gearbox is 
self locking and any angle selected is retained.  An electronic interlock prevents angle selection 

by isolating the motor. Limit switches constrain movement of the block to prevent dangerously low or high angles 
from being used.  Limits are set to between 2.5deg and 11deg.

The chassis is mounted onto a base plate which is levelled to provide a flat baseline for the system. The zero level is 
indicated by a sensitive circular bubble level securely fixed to the base. Levelling is achieved by a 3 wheel tribrach type 
levelling base. 

A circuit attached to the base monitors the level in 3 dimensions and only allows operation when the base unit is 
precisely level. The circuit will interrupt operation at any time  should the level exceed 0.7 degrees off-level in any direction. 
A time of 6 seconds continuous off-level condition is required for shut-down, and the unit will recommence operation 
immediately the zero angle is restored.  

The angle of the beam block is monitored by a digital measuring circuit directly attached to the block. The angle is 
indicated by an LED readout. Any small dicrepancy of the base level does NOT affect this reading, as the level is read directly 
from the beam block and is not read relative to the base, thereby avoiding compound errors which would affect accuracy. 
The LED readout also diplays error messages.  The expected accuracy of the projected glide slope centreline produced is 
from 0.05deg - 0.075deg (  3' - 4.5')  but is a nominal 0.1deg ( 6')in field conditions.

A power supply converts a low voltage input into stabilised voltages to provide constant levels of light for the LED 
emitters regardless of input fluctuation. This provides a steady light output from 8 - 15Vdc.

A heater is activated when the unit is in standby and lighting mode which uses a fan to force warm air onto the sight 
glass. 

The beams are shaped by using stainless steel rectangular cutouts at the lens’ focus. Glass is not used, as it is too fragile 
and creates reflections at this critical point. The projector arrays are mounted in a single block of metal and are orientated in 
the same direction as each other. The beams are made to diverge by using rotating prisms which alter ‘pitch’ and ‘yaw’ 
positioning of the beams. A single ‘picture’ is constructed from these separate beams which are locked in a fixed 
relationship with each other. The projection system is designed to sealed for life and is non-user servicable. The assembled 
block is treated as a single unit regarding replacement

while the lamps are 
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2.3 EXTERNAL LAYOUT  

The internal components are protected by a machined aluminium case that incorporates a lens shroud that acts as a 
fastening piece for the sight glass. Gaskets are placed on either side of the glass and cushion it from shock and waterproof 
the fitting. 

The case fits onto the base plate and is fastened by numerous cap screws.  An ‘O’ ring seal fitted into a groove on the 
baseplate waterproofs the joint. . 

The entire case assembly is airtight and proof to pressure test of 3bar. No air equalisation is required for air 
transportation.  The unit will survive accidental submersion and can be water washed or decontaminated. Pressure 
washing is NOT allowed.  

Standard attachments are  1/ Compass platform   2/ Clinometer  3/ Protective lens shroud. These can be fitted to the case via 
captive thumbwheels.

2.4 POWER SUPPLY

Standard 12VDC power supplies normally used are:
1/ 4A/h Nickel Cadmium Battery. Normally included in the travel case c/w multi voltage mains charging unit.  
Charger will recharge the battery in 2.5 hours. This battery can endure long-term storage without attention for over 15 years 
and still function. It  is the primary source of immediate power & will power the unit for approx. 5  hours
2/ 12V car cigar lighter type adapter. Attaches to long ( 12m.) cable provided
3/

All batteries have end of discharge termination systems to prevent deep discharge. The system uses hysteresis and shuts 
the unit down and restarts after a short interval. As the battery becomes more discharged the OFF interval increases until 
shutdown is total.  An optional lead mounted battery charge state indicator will indicate RED( 25%), AMBER(25-60%) or 
GREEN(60-90%).

2.5 MOUNTING METHODS

The complete assembly of projector, pan adjuster and levelling base can be mounted onto any rough levelled steady base 
incorporating a 5/8inch male screw fitting ( standard surveying type )

Possible Mountings include:

Tripods Military.  Surveying. 
Adapters Magnetic -  for vehicle attachment.  Spigots for weapons mounts
Improvised With or without levelling base the projector can be successfully mounted on sandbags or other 

bags or packs filled with soil or sand. 
With levelling base, bungee rubbers or rope to hold unit onto table or vehicle

As long as the master level indicates a level condition, the unit will function

The standard military tripod included is capable of elevating the projector over standing water or vegetation and crops 
without the need to defoliate a large area. The tripod also clears the unit from ground clutter and rolling debris from 

prop wash. The Low air resistance and high mass makes it highly resistant to prop / downwash. 

 Switches are ‘O’ ring sealed on the internal face and also on the toggle aperture.

A power input connector is protected by a dust cap. This is 3 pole multicomp type.  

Wiring pattern is.....  A   Positive input  B spare  C   Negative input.

4A/h Nickel Metal Hydride Battery. Optionally included in the travel case c/w multi voltage mains charging unit.  
Charger will recharge the battery in 2.5 hours  & will power the unit for approx. 9 hours

( to 
1.2m) 
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SECTION 3   RECOMMENDED SERVICING SCHEDULE

3.1 ROUTINE SERVICE & INSPECTION

Daily & prior and after every use, 

1/ Inspect sight glass. Check for cracks or pitting. Clean if contaminated.

ACTION Withdraw from service if damaged.  WORKSHOP REPAIRABLE unless glass shattered and interior
contaminated or damaged

2/ Check for obvious damage to power leads, battery cases and projector case.

ACTION Withdraw defective part from service if damaged. 

3/ Check desiccant indicator is at least 1 section blue. Withdraw if humidity indicator 2 sections pink.

ACTION Replace cartridge at workshop. Cartridge can be reactivated if no spares available - treat as standard silica 
gel unit and oven dry

4/ Switch on unit and listen for signs of stress from the fan unit. Clattering or intermittent noises indicate wear or 
damage

ACTION  Return to manufacturer for repair

5/ Ensure case interior & equipment is DRY and dust free before stowing kit

After long term storage and prior to long term storage

1/ Daily check
2/ Reacharge NiCad battery for at least 20hours

Every 500 hours or after severe impact

1/ Return projector unit to manufacturer for complete check, calibration and replacement of fan units.

3.2 LINE SPARES SUPPLIED

Included in the initial purchase are

1/ x 1 sets of sight glass and gaskets
2/ x1 desiccant cartridges

3.2 FIELD CALIBRATION CHECK

A confidence check can be quickly carried out to verify accuracy and general performance

1/ Set projector up indoors in a dimly lit room at a distance of 3m from a light coloured or white wall.
Measure distance from front of shroud.  If the check has to be carried out outdoors, use a sheet of paper held at 
3m. in the centre of the beam. This will work as well to verify beam accuracy but will not show the entire beam 
spread.  It is still a useful check that can be rapidly carried out.

2/ Attach clinometer to shroud
3/ Set the approach angle at  3degs. ,as carefully as possible
4/ Activate lamps 
5/ View picture through V sight. The picture will appear slightly blurred, as the lenses are focussed to infinity. The 
view should match the illustration.

The test verifies the accuracy of the angle measurement to approx. 0.25deg.  and shape and alignment of the ON SLOPE 
signal in relation to the other signals
See illustration on following page:



Calibration & confidence check - illustration ( Section continued from previous page )

The bottom of the V should just cover the 0 mark.  With approach angle set at 3 degrees, The meeting point of the White & 
Red sectors should line up exactly with the  1  degree mark.  Your eye needs to be very close to the rear sight.
The beam picture should be as shown.  Because the lenses are offset the beams expand at long range and resolve into a 
single interlocking image where the beams overlap at a precise angle.

Withdraw from service if:
1/  beams do not align properly (diverged or overlapping), or any part of the image appears skewed or at an angle, 
2/ beams appear very  blurred

3.3 REPLACEMENT PARTS LIST

END OF DOCUMENT

Description

Compass platform
Clinometer staff piece
Short connector cable
Long connector cable

Levelling base
Tripod - 3 sec Heavy Duty
Tripod - 2 sec Med. Duty
Tripod - 1 sec lightweight

Desiccant cartridge
Desiccant Indicator cap
NiCad Battery complete

NiMH Battery pack
NiCad  NiMH Charger

Part no.

34101
34100
34200
34202
34300
34700
34702
34704
34900
34901
35100
35200
35202

Description

Sight Glass cw gaskets
Front shroud inc screws

Weather shroud
Cleaning kit complete

Silicone blade
Micro fibre cloths

Cleaning spray
Lens Cap

Part no.

38100
38200
38300
38303
38305
38306
38308
38310
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